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ABSTRACT 

Tension, compression and impact properties of a polyurethane encapsulant foam have been 
measured as a function of foam density. Significant differences in the behavior of the foam were 
observed depending on the mode of testing. Over the range of densities examined, both the 
modulus and the elastic collapse stress of the foam exhibited power-law dependencies with respect 
to density. The power-law relationship for the modulus was the same for both tension and 
compression testing and is explained in terms of the elastic compliance of the cellular structure of 
the foam using a simple geometric model. Euler buckling is used to rationalize the density 
dependence of the collapse stress. 

0 

Neither tension nor compression testing yielded realistic measurements of energy absorption 
(toughness). In the former case, the energy absorption characteristics of the foam were severely 
limited due to the inherent lack of tensile ductility. In the latter case, the absence of a failure 
mechanism led to arbitrary measures of energy absorption that were not indicative of true material 
properties. Only impact testing revealed an intrinsic limitation in the toughness characteristics of 
the material with respect to foam density. The results suggest that dynamic testing should be used 
when assessing the shock mitigating qualities of a foam. 
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND ENERGY ABSORPTION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A POLYURETHANE FOAM 

I. Introduction 

Polyurethane foams are used as encapsulants for electronic components to mitigate harsh thermal 
and mechanical shock environments and to provide electrical isolation. Historically, a principal 
constituent of these foam systems ( e g ,  BKC 44402) has been toluene diisocyanate (TDI), a 
suspect human carcinogen. DOE has directed that attempts be made to replace materials 
containing such suspect human carcinogens. To that end, the CRETE foam system was 
developed, based on the work done by Peter Rand of SNL/NM (Org. 18 11) on a non-TDI 
encapsulation foam (BKC 44320) and on a non-TDI structural foam system adapted for 
encapsulation use by Tom Neet of AS/FM&T (BKC 44307).( 1) It is this new foam system that is 
the subject of this report. 

The SNL/NM system, BKC 44320, uses the polyester polyol component found in the older TDI 
systems and a quasi-prepolymer made from polymeric methylene diisocyanate (PMDI). PMDI 
has a vapor pressure that is more than a thousand-fold lower than TDI, making it easier to keep 
airborne levels of isocyanate below 0.005 ppm, the Threshold Limit Value for methylene 
diisocyanate (MDI), the major component of PMDI. The AS/FM&T foam, BKC 44307, is also 
based on PMDI but uses a polyether polyol. The PMDI and polyether constituents of the BKC 
44307 have a higher functionality than the constituents of either BKC 44402 or BKC 44320. The 
higher functionality of the BKC 44307 components results in a higher degree of cross-linking, 
yielding a stiffer, but more brittle foam than is the case for either the original BKC 44402 series or 
the BKC 44320 system. Both the TDI and PMDI systems use added water as a chemical blowing 
agent. Reaction of the water with isocyanate produces carbon dioxide that expands the foam. No 
physical blowing agents are used. 

A major processing requirement for any high density encapsulation foam (0.1 - 0.5 g/cm3) is that 
the rising foam system remain liquid-like for a long enough time to fill the entire mold volume and 
to wet out all of the components of the electronic assembly completely. Foam systems that gel 
considerably before reaching full expansion are clearly less desirable for encapsulation uses. For 
foams with a short “time to gel” (the curing reaction time) to “time to full rise” (the blowing 
reaction time) ratio, the amount of expansion that can occur after gelling depends on the 
temperature of the reaction mix and thus on the size of the pour. For example, it is often the case 
for small pours (often encountered in encapsulation applications), that the reaction temperature 
remains low. In such instances, the gel-to-rise time ratio is found to be considerably less than one 
and the foam is unable to expand completely after gelling to fill the mold. Experience has shown 
that foams with gel-to-rise ratios closer to unity are desired for small encapsulation applications. 

Catalysts are usually added to balance the gelling and blowing reactions and give gel-to-rise ratios 
slightly less than one, often at the expense of reduced processing time or pot life. Both PMDI 
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systems, BKC 44307 and BKC 44320, therefore, employ tertiary amine catalysts, which were 
unnecessary in the TDI system, BKC 44402. In actual use, however, the BKC 44320 and BKC 
44307 systems have been found to be fast rising foams with relatively low gel-to-rise ratios. 

The formulation challenge for the CRETE program was to develop a foam system with 
processing times and mechancial and physical properties comparable to the original TDI system, 
BKC 44402. To delay the gel reaction and provide a more favorable gel-to-rise ratio, the 
functionality of the isocyanate components was lowered to 2.1 by the use of modified-MDI 
(MMDI) instead of the higher functionality PMDI components (2.3 to 2.7). The use of MMDI in 
CRETE foam also eliminated the need for a quasi-prepolymer employed in the 44320 and 44307 
systems. Small amounts of tertiary amine catalyst, Polycat 17, were used to tailor the gel-to-rise 
ratio further and to optimize the processing of CRETE foam for encapsulation of electronic 
components. A detailed report describing the formulation and processing of CRETE is to be 
issued.(2) 

Characterization of the tension, compression, and impact properties of the CRETE foam system 
was necessary before the foam could be used for weapon system application. The purpose of this 
work was three-fold. Our first goal was to measure the conventional “quasi-static” tensile and 
compressive mechanical properties of CRETE. Our second goal was to compare the energy 
absorption characteristics that can be derived from those measurements to a direct measure of 
energy absorption under high rate, impact conditions which may be more realistic of service 
environments. Lastly, the quasi-static measurements of elastic modulus and elastic collapse stress 
are reported and are related to the mechanics of cellular deformation. 

The results and conclusions from the experiments described here are being used as a basis for 
improving the physical and mechanical properties of non-TDI polyurethane foams and for 
comparison to existing foams that are used for encapsulation purposes. 
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11. Experimental 

Formulation of CRETE Foam System 
The components of CRETE rigid polyurethane foam are: 

- Voranol490: 
A pol yether polyol, made from polypropylene oxide and a sucrose/glycerin base, 
available from Dow Chemical. The manufacturer specifies the following properties: 

Density (25 "C) 
Typical hydroxyl number 
Functionality 4.3 (calculated) 
Average Molecular Weight 460 g/mole 
Viscosity (25 "C) 5572 cps 

0.1 1 kg/cm3 
490 mg KOH equiv/g of resin 

- DC193: 
A silicone glycol copolymer surfactant from Air Products with an average hydroxyl 
number of 75. 

- Polycat 17: 
A tertiary amine catalyst (trimethyl-N-hydroxyethyl propylene diamine) available from 
Air Products with an average hydroxyl number of 400. 

- Distilled water: 
Added in various amounts as a chemical blowing agent producing carbon dioxide. 

- Isonate 143L 
A modified methylene diisocyanate (MMDI) available from Dow Chemical. The 
manufacturer specifies the following properties for Isonate 143L 

Isocyanate Equivalent Weight 144.5 g 
NCO Content by Weight 29.2 % 
Functionality 2.1 
Viscosity (25 "C) 33 cps 

The density of the CRETE foam system is varied by changing the amount of added water, thereby 
controlling the amount of rise in the foam. The amount of catalyst and surfactant are also varied 
slightly to optimize processing and foam properties. 

A semi-empirical model has been developed to determine the near-optimum amounts of catalyst 
and surfactant as a function of density and will be described in a subsequent SAND report on the 
formulation of non-TDI encapsulant foam systems.(2) A spreadsheet program that uses these 
semi-empirical relations to derive a CRETE formula based on a desired part density and size was 
used to determine the specific sample CRETE formulas tested in this study. Examples of some, 
but not all, of the actual formulations used in the present work on the following page. 
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TABLE I: SELECTED FORMULATIONS FOR FOAM SPECIMENS 

I Isonate 143L I 152.2 D h r  I 146.0 D h r  I 142.6 D h r  I 140.5 Dhr I 138.0 Dhr I 
* parts per hundred resin 

The above formulas assume a packing factor of 1.75 (packed density/free rise density) and an 
isocyanate index of 105 (5% excess of isocyanate groups). The free rise density is measured for a 
100 gram sample poured from a 200 gram batch of CRETE foam expanding in a 500 ml 
polyethylene cup. The free rise density depends on the temperature of the reaction and thus will 
vary slightly depending on the size of the batch. 

Processing CRETE Foam System . 
CRETE foam samples were generated by the addition of the isocyanate component (Isonate 143L) 
to the polyol component premixed with DC193, Polycat 17, and water. The resulting reaction 
mixtures were stirred at 1500 rpm for 60 seconds using a Conn mixing blade (51 mm diameter). 
The mixed products were then poured into cylindrical molds at room temperature. The molds 
were lightly waxed with a non-silicone mold release. The molds were then closed, and the foam 
was allowed to expand to fill the closed molds at a packed density approximately 1.75 times the 
expected free rise density. The reaction times for the CRETE system are generally less than eight 
minutes from the time of complete mixing. The samples were post-cured in an oven for a 
minimum of eight hours at 66 "C. Right circular samples of foam were cored from the molded 
samples with the cylinder axis parallel to the direction of the foam rise. None of the core samples 
included the foam skin or any material less than 3 mm below the surface. The density of each 
foam core was measured and was usually slightly less than the density of the entire sample 
including the foam skin. These cored samples were used in the mechanical testing reported below. 

Mechanical Testing 
Room temperature uniaxial tension and compression mechanical properties were evaluated as a 
function of foam density using a conventional Instron mechanical test frame. Most tests were 
conducted at an initial strain rate of 1.7 x lo4 6'. Some tests were run at rates between 1.7 x 
and 1.7 x lo'* s-' in order to examine strain rate affects. All specimens were instrumented with a 
mechanically attached extensometer for displacement measurement. Tension and compression 
specimens are shown in Figure 1. The tension specimens had a gage length of 25.4 mm and a 
reduced gage diameter of 19.0 mm and were bonded to steel pull studs. The reduced gage section 
insured that failure occurred within the specimen between the attachment points of the 
extensometer and not at the bondline between the foam and the pull studs. The compression 
specimens were simple, right circular cylinders 50.8 mm long and 28.7 mm in diameter. 
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Figure 1. Specimen geometries used in this study. (a) Tension specimen had a 25.4 mm gage 
length with a 19.0 mm reduced gage diameter. Steel pull studs were bonded to the 
specimen ends for mounting in the test frame. (b) Compression and impact specimens 
were simple free standing right cylinders 50.8 mm long and 28.7 mm in diameter. 

Mechanical properties were measured for foam densities between 0.12 g/cm3 and 0.61 g/cm3. For 
tension testing, modulus (E*)f, ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and energy absorptionhit volume 
(toughness) were measured. The latter parameter was calculated as the area under the tensile 
stress-strain curve (see Figure 2). For compression testing where macroscopic fracture did not 
occur, tests were run to engineering strains of approximately 0.3 (30%). Strength and energy 
absorption at 0.1 (10%) strain were recorded for comparison. An additional parameter for 
compression testing, the elastic collapse stress, O*el, a broad plateau region subsequent to linear 
loading, was also measured. 

Specimens for impact testing had the same geometry as the compression specimens. These tests 
were conducted on a DynatupB Model 8250 drop weight impact tester coupled to a digital data 
acquisition and analysis system. The test frame can be operated in either gravity mode or with 
pneumatic assist. In the former case up to 300 J of energy can be delivered to a test specimen 
while in the latter case up to 840 J can be delivered with impact velocities of up to 13.4 d s .  The 
high speed data acquisition system, which records the output of an instrumented tup (load cell), 
has 1 ps resolution and can acquire a complete loading (impact) event in as little as 4 ms. The 

f terms or values annoted by "*" refer to parameters of the foam, other terms annotated by "s'7 refer to 
parameters related to the solid polymer. 
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software analyses the deceleration of the crosshead between successive data points from which it 
determines the instantaneous velocity. Energy absorption of a test specimen is then determined by 
knowing the instantaneous force (from the tup) and the integration of the time rate of change of the 
velocity of the crosshead as the specimen is compressed. 

ENERGY ABSORPTION 
or 
TOUGHNESS 

Strain 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the calculation of toughness or energy absorption from elLller a 
tension or compression stress-strain curve. The energy absorption is the area under the 
curve either to the point of failure or to some pre-determined strain value. 



111. Results and Discussion 

4 -  

Tension 
Figure 3 shows a series of tensile tests for foam specimens having a density of 0.24 g/cm'. For 
any given material condition (density), test results are quite reproducible. The modulus (defined as 
the slope of the linear loading portion of the stress strain curve) for the five tests shown in Figure 3 
is 159.0 k10.5 MPa. The ultimate tensile strength of the foam is 3.76 f 0.07 MPa while the 
fracture strain is 0.039 k 0.003. The energy absorption of this density foam was derived from the 
area under the stress-strain curves as described above and found to be 0.095 f 0.012 J/cm3. This 
general reproducibility was typical of all tension and compression testing. 

5 ' ~ " " " r ~ ~ ' l ' ' '  - 
- TENSILE BEHAVIOR 
- p* = 0.24 g/cm3 

Strain rate = 1.7 x s-' - 
- 
- 
- 
- 

- 

- 

- 

Comparison of 5 tests - 
0 ,  I , , , l , , ,  

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 

Strain 

Figure 3. Comparison of five tensile curves for foam specimens, p* = 0.24 g/cm3. 

The modulus as a function of foam density is shown in Figure 4. Modulus of the foam exhibits a 
power-law dependence with respect to the density of the form : 

E* = (p *)n (1) 
where E* is the modulus of the foam, p* is the foam density and n is the density exponent. It will 
be shown later that there are sound theoretical reasons to not consider the density exponent as a 
constant over all possible foam densities. However, over the range of density shown in Figure 4, 
the data are well fit for a density exponent of n = 1.6. 
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Figure 4. Foam modulus exhibits a power-law dependence with respect to density. 

Energy absorption of the material is determined as the area traced out by the stress-strain curves as 
described in the Experimental Section. Figure 5 shows the results for the tension testing over the 
entire range of foam densities examined. The results indicate that energy absorption of the material 
increases linearly with increasing foam density. Values range from a low of 0.04 J/cm3 for foam 
with a density of 0.104 g/cm3 to 0.16 J/cm3 for foam having a density of 0.39 g/cm3. It will be 
shown that the energy absorption values are quite low compared to other methods of testing. The 
energy absorption values obtained via tensile testing are controlled entirely by the brittle nature of 
the material in tension and therefore ought not be used to characterize the intrinsic crush capabilities 
of the material. However, it should be noted that energy absorption values derived from tension 
data may have validity in certain unique environments where tensile loading is important. 

Compression 
Figure 3 reveals that the foam is quite brittle in tension - there is little or no macroscopic yielding 
in tension prior to fracture. Because of the inherent lack of tensile ductility, it is clear that tension 
testing is not the most appropriate method for evaluating the mechanical properties of a material 
whose primary mechanical requirement is compressive shock mitigation and energy absorption. 
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Figure 5. Energy absorption as a function of density for tensile tests. The results indicate that 
energy absorption of the material increases linearly with increasing foam density. 

A companion series of compression tests were performed on the material to determine the energy 
absorption characteristics under somewhat more realistic conditions. A typical compression test is 
shown in Figure 6 for a foam having a density of 0.15 g/cm3. In compression, the foam 
specimens show relatively abrupt yielding followed by a sustained plateau region. At the lower 
densities, such as that shown in Figure 6, the stress after the plateau actually drops, giving rise to a 
yield point-like behavior. The broad plateau region results from the elastic collapse or cell wall 
buckling of the foam.(3) The stress begins to increase subsequent to this plateau region as the 
foam begins to densify. Unlike the tests performed in tension, fracture is inhibited by the absence 
of tensile stresses and as a result, engineering strains in excess of 50% have been measured with 
little observable indication of fracture. In order to expedite testing, compression strains were 
limited to 0.3 which was sufficient to characterize the modulus and plateau stress values for each 
specimen. 

Mechanical properties during the early stages of compression are essentially identical to those 
observed in tension. Figure 7 compares the tension and compression behavior for a foam having a 
density of 0.24 g/cm3. Both tests were conducted at the same strain rate. The curves overlay up 
until the point of tensile failure, suggesting that the microstructural processes governing elastic 
deformation and low strain response in both tension and compression are identical. 
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Figure 6. Typical compression test results for a foam having a density of 0.15 g/cm3. A relatively 
abrupt yield point is followed by a sustained plateau region. The stress begins to 
increase subsequent to this plateau region as the foam begins to densify. 

For a given foam density, tests performed in compression were found to have the same general 
reproducibility as that found for tests performed in tension. As an example, Figure 8 shows the 
results for duplicate tests on a foam having a density of 0.26 g/cm3. Note that for all compression 
testing, absorption energy is calculated at a constant reference strain equal to 0.10 (10%). Because 
of this, the energy absorption values for compression testing do not reflect intrinsic material 
properties. Rather, they are useful only as a means to compare toughness characteristics as a 
function of density. 

Moduli, derived from the compression tests, as a function of foam density are shown in Figure 9. 
In this figure, the compression moduli are superimposed on the data shown in Figure 4. It is clear 
that compression testing yields the same moduli as tensile testing. When all of the data are fit to a 
power-law relationship, the density exponent, n, is still equal to 1.6, as it was for the tension only 
moduli in Figure 4. 
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COMPARISON OF 
TENSILE & COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 

Strain 

Figure7. Tension and compression behavior for foam specimens of the same density 
(0.24 g/cm3). Compression trace overlays a companion tension test up to the point of 
tensile failure. 

Figure 10 shows the plateau stress for the foam specimens as function of density. This plateau 
stress, also called the elastic collapse stress, O*e,, is important in the design of cushions for shock 
or impact mitigation as it represents the onset of the mechanical instability of the foam 
microstructure(3). It too, exhibits a power-law dependence with respect to foam density although 
somewhat higher than the density exponent for the modulus. 

The energy absorption of the foam vs. density up to the reference strain of 0.1 is shown in Figure 
11 along with the data from Figure 5 for tension testing. Values range from a low of 0.10 J/cm3 
for foam with a density of 0.12 g/cm3 to 1.20 J/cm3 for foam having a density of 0.495 g/cm3. It 
is clear that total energy absorption capacity of the foam in compression far exceeds that in tension 
for the entire range of density examined. The comparison would be even more striking for energy 
absorption values computed at higher reference strains. The difference between the tension and 
compression derived energy values results directly from the inherent brittleness of the material 
under tensile loading which limits ductility to less than about 0.05 (5%). The relationship between 
foam density and absorption energy (in compression) arises directly from the power-law 
relationship between compressive strength and density as shown in the previous figure. 
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Strain 
Figure 8. Reproducibility of compression tests for a foam having a density of 0.26 g/cm3. 
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Figure 9. Density dependence of the foam modulus in tension and compression. 
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Figure 10. 

Although quasi-static compression testing represents a more realistic test condition than tensile 
testing, it is still of only limited value with respect to characterizing the shock mitigating (i.e., high 
rate) qualities of a foam encapsulant. The limitations stem from the strain rate sensitive nature of 
the viscoelastic polyurethane. The rate sensitivity of the mechanical properties of the foam is 
illustrated in Figure 12. This figure compares a series of compression tests for specimens tested at 
strain rates that varied over three orders of magnitude (p* = 0.24 g/cm3). Over the range of strain 
rates examined, there is little change in the modulus of the foam (within the precision of the 
measurement). However, the plateau stress is found to increase monotonically with strain rate and 
as a result, the energy absorption values (again for reference strains of 0.10) also increased with 
increasing strain rate. The influence of strain rate on these properties is summarized in Table 11. 
Because of the rate sensitivity of the strength of the foam, the use of quasi-static testing to assess 
the energy absorption capabilities of a material will result in measured values that are not indicative 
of dynamic material properties. Rather, the results will depend entirely on the specific test 
conditions. 
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The energy absorption of the foam vs. density along with the data from Figure 5 for 
tension testing. Energy absorption capacity of the foam in compression far exceeds 
that in tension for the entire range of density examined. 

Impact Testing 
The rate sensitivity of the mechanical properties of the foam as illustrated in Figure 12 and Table I1 
indicates that quasi-static testing cannot be used to quantitatively assess the energy absorption 
characteristics of polyurethane foams under shock loading. Under such conditions, where strain 
rates are many orders of magnitude greater than those that can be achieved using conventional 
mechanical test capabilities. For service environments that involve shock mitigation, what is 
needed is a high rate test method that can capture the dynamic response of the foam under loading 
rates that more closely correspond to impact conditions. The method chosen for the present 
studies involves the use of an instrumented drop weight impact tester. Depending on the sample 
geometry and test configuration, the apparatus can be used to simulate a wide range of testing 
requirements. For example, the fracture toughness of a material may be studied by examining the 
response of notched specimens to an impact load. Alternatively, the resistance of a material to 
penetration can be examine with the use of specimen plaques and either blunt or sharp impact tips. 

For the present study, a series of drop weight impact tests were conducted on free standing, right 
circular cylinders having the same dimensions as the compression specimens. This specimen 
geometry was chosen because it most closely simulated the loading conditions expected in the 
service environment and because it afforded a direct comparison to the compression testing 
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described above. The effective strain rates generated in these tests were = 70 6' or nearly 4 x lo5 
times higher than the baseline strain rate used in the tension and compression testing. 
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Figure 12. Effect of strain rate on compression behavior of foam having a density of 

p* = 0.24 g/cm3. 

TABLE 11: EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE ON PROPERTIES OF CRETE FOAM 

An important characteristic of the impact tests performed here was that the test specimens all 
failed catastrophically. Thus, unlike the compression tests, where energy absorption was 
determined for some arbitrary strain, impact testing yielded intrinsic energy absorption values for 
the material. We qualify this statement by noting that the values measured are still dependent on 
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the specimen geometry and the manner in which the specimens are supported and impacted. 
Testing specimens of entirely different geometries (for example, unsupported plaques) would 
undoubtedly yield different, although self-consistent results. 

Figure 13 shows the results for a series of tests performed on foam specimens having a density of 
0.27 g/cm3. The figure shows both the stress (solid lines) and energy absorption (broken lines) as 
a function of time. Note that the entire impact events span less than 4 ms. The loading (stress) 
ramps are quite reproducible up to the maximum load. Peak stresses are reached at = 1 ms. 
Oscillations in the stress traces can be seen and are the result of mechanical ringing induced in the 
load cell. However, these oscillations are small and have little influence on the determination of 
energy absorption. After about 1 ms, the stress begins to fall off as the specimens begin to fail. In 
each case, failure is catastrophic, with the specimens shattering into many small irregularly shaped 
fragments. Variations in the rate of unloading is commonly observed due to differences in the way 
the specimens shatter. Identifying the precise point (in time, stress or strain) of specimen failure is 
problematic. We define failure to have occurred when the load drops to 60% of the peak load. 
This generally corresponds to the point at which the energy absorption traces begin to diverge. In 
Figure 13, the 60% of peak load point is identified by the arrow. The traces shown in Figure 13 
are typical of the impact response of the foam at all densities. 

1 1 1 1 " 1 1 ' 1 ~ " ' 1 ~ 1 ' 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 '  2 10 
STRESS & ENERGY ABSORPTION - 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

0 1 2 3 4 

Time (ms) 
Figure 13. Dynamic response of foam having a density of 0.27 g/cm3. The figure shows both 

the change in stress (solid lines) and the energy absorption (broken lines) as a 
function of time. 
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Figure 14 shows the maximum stresses developed in the foam specimens for all three test 
techniques. The ultimate tensile strength (tension) is low over the entire range of foam densities 
reflecting the inherent brittle nature of the material. The compression data represent the plateau or 
collapse stress shown in Figure 10 which is fit to the power-law relationship previously defined. 
The stresses generated in the impact testing are greater than those in either of the quasi-static test 
types and unlike the compression testing represent true limiting values for the material under a 
specific set of dynamic conditions. 
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Density (g/cm3) 

Figure 14. Maximum stresses developed in the foam specimens for all three test techniques. The 
tensile strength is low over the entire range of foam densities reflecting the inherent 
brittle nature of the material. The compression data represent the elastic collapse stress 
shown in Figure 10. The stresses generated in the impact testing are greater than those 
in either of the quasi-static test types. 

Figure 15 shows the dynamic energy absorption of the foam vs. density. The figure reveals that 
energy increases monotonically with density up to a maximum of = 1.4 J/cm3 at a density of 0.35 
g/cm3. Beyond this point, the energy absorption falls with increasing density. This behavior is 
unlike that observed for the quasi-static compression testing. In that case, energy increased 
monotonically with density over the entire range of foam densities examined (see Figure 11) with 
no maximum, such as that shown in Figure 15, observed. The impact data therefore identifies an 
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intrinsic limitation of the material that is not evident in conventional compression testing and 
suggests that there is an optimum foam density above which energy absorption is degraded. 
These differences emphasize the importance of performing tests under conditions that simulate, as 
closely as possible, the actual loading conditions that are likely to be experienced by encapsulants 
in their intended service environments. 
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Figure 15. Energy absorption of CRETE vs. density for impact testing. Unlike quasi-static 
testing, energy absorption peaks at an intermediate value of density. 
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IV. Relationship Between the Structure of Foams and Mechanics of Deflection 

The density dependence of both the modulus and the elastic collapse stress of a cellular foam can 
be understood in terms of the mechanical properties of the polymer material from which the cell 
struts (and in the present case, the cell walls) are made and the deformation mechanics of the 
cellular structure itself. Elastic moduli are related principally to the bending stiffness of the 
members comprising the cellular structure while the elastic collapse is caused by the elastic 
buckling of these same members. 

For the discussion presented below, the important cell strutlwall properties are the solid polymer 
density, ps, and its modulus, E,. The important structural features for the analysis of the modulus 
and the collapse stress are the relative density of the foam, p*/ p,, (as before, p* is the density of 
the foam) and whether or not the cells are open or closed. In this regard a parameter, @, is defined 
as the fraction of material in the cell struts. For an open cell foam, @ = 1, while for a closed cell 
foam, where some of the polymer is in the cell walls, it is less than 1. 

Modulus 
Much work has been done over the last thirty years to relate the mechanical response of foams to 
the mechanics of cell deformation. Gibson and Ashby (3) have done an extensive review of this 
earlier work and have shown that, in many cases, attempts to describe the mechanical properties of 
cellular solids analytically have been based on incorrect assumptions. For example, the axial 
extension of cell walls has been used to describe the elastic behavior of foams even though the 
bending stiffness is the principal controlling factor.(4,5) Others describe the elastic behavior of 
foams in a manner that requires that the cell walls of the foam be initially bent, leading to results 
that do not have general applicability.(6,7) 

The principal mechanism of linear-elastic deformation for foams was first identified correctly by 
Menges and Knipschild as cell wall bending(8) They also pointed out that open and closed cell 
foams have similar stiffness because it is the cell wall edges or struts, rather than the thin cell wall 
membranes, that carry the majority of an imposed load. KO also identified cell wall bending as the 
controlling factor in the determination of the modulus but the model presented in that work is 
complicated by the extremely complex cell geometry.(9) Similarly, Patel and Finnie report in great 
detail the geometrical requirements necessary for various three dimensional structures to fill 
space.( 10) Their work is predicated on the fact that as a foam expands, the bubbles or spheres 
which comprise it impinge to form polyhedra. They describe how no regular polyhedra can meet 
all of the angular requirements for mutually shared edges while satisfying compatibility (that is, 
that the repeated polyhedron fills all space with no void). The only structure that meets all 
geometric requirements is the “minimum area tetrakaidecahedron” having 109.47 degree angles 
between adjoining pairs of cell edges and having hexagonal faces of double curvature. Analysis of 
the mechanics of a cell structure based on such a unit cell leads to intractable mathematics. The 
authors attempt to simplify their analysis by using a pentagonal dodecahedron which 
approximately satisfies the geometry and compatibility requirements. However, even this 
simplification leads to an extremely complex analysis that is difficult to apply generally. 

A much simplified model of an open cell foam has been put forth (1 1) in which the foam is 
modeled as an array of cubic cells of length, e, and struts of thickness, t , as shown in Figure 16. 
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The cells are then staggered so that comers of one cell rest upon the midpoint of adjacent cells. 
Such a structure neither corresponds to the actual geometric characteristics of a real foam nor can 
be reproduced to fill space. This “unit cell” does, however, capture the critical physical processes 
that govern the deformation and structural stability of a cellular structure. Defined in this manner, 
the volume of material in each strut is : 

. 

Since each strut is shared by a maximum of three adjoining cells, the relative volume of material in 
each cell is: 

12 
3 v* 2 - t2.t (3) 

The relative density of such a foam structure is related to the cell dimensions as: 

where v, is the cell volume, .t ’. 

Figure 16. Unit cell for an open cell foam of cubic symmetry. The cell is comprised of edges or 
struts of length, !, and thickness, t . 

. .  
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The elastic modulus of the cellular structure can be calculated from the elastic deflection of a beam 
of length l? loaded at its mid-point by a load, F, as shown in Figure 17. Beam theory (12) gives 
this deflection, 6, as: 

Figure 17. Unit 

Fl?3 &- 
E, I 

cell shown after linear-elastic deflection of magnitude, 6, induced force 

where, I = t4, is the moment of inertia of the point loaded strut. When a uniaxial remote stress is 
applied to the foam so that each strut sees a transmitted force equal to F, the entire structure then 
suffers an elastic deflection given by Equation 5. The remote stress, o, is proportional to F/!* and 
the overall strain, E, scales with the cell dimensions as S/ l?. The modulus of the foam therefore is 
given as: 

& e4 
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where C, contains all of the geometric constants. Since a foam is not comprised of a completely 
uniform cell geometry and size, it is more appropriate to determine the value of C, by fitting 
Equation 6 to data rather than solving for it analytically. Gibson and Ashby (3,ll) have fit 
Equation 6 to modulus measurements for a wide range of materials and have shown that C,=l . 
Using Equation 4 and substituting for I: 

Equation 7 describes the density dependence of the elastic modulus of an open cell foam only at 
small displacements. As strains increase and the loading on the struts parallel to the applied force 
approaches the Euler load, buckling occurs. Under these conditions deflection is no longer linear 
with increasing stress and Equation 7 no longer applies. However, at low strains where the 
additional moments induced by Euler buckling can be ignored, Equation 7 is valid and is 
applicable to tensile loading as well. 

Equation 7 predicts that, at low strains, a parabolic relationship exists between the modulus of the 
foam and its density. The data in Figure 9 however, suggests that the power-law exponent is less 
than 2. This discrepancy can be found in the fact that the polyurethane CRETE is a closed cell 
foam rather than an open cell foam. In deriving Equation 7, it is assumed that all of the material of 
the foam is found in the struts that define the cells. In a closed cell foam, some fraction of the 
polymer resides in the cell walls or faces rather than in the struts, see Figure 18. 

If the fraction of polymer contained in the cell struts having thickness t is @, then the fraction 
contained in the cell walls of thickness t, is (1 - $). The stiffness of a closed cell foam results then 
from three contributions. The first component is strut bending, as for open cell foams. The 
second component is membrane (cell face) stretching (10,12) which arises as the result of strut 
flexure causing the cell walls to deform. The final component is internal gas pressure of the closed 
cells. 

Gibson and Ashby (3,ll) derive the modulus of a closed cell foam which accounts for all three 
components: 

- s p  e- +(I-$)-+ P *  Po(l-2U *) 
E*  ES 02 Ps E,(l-P*/Ps) 

The first term on the right describes the contribution of the cell struts to the modulus while the 
second term accounts for the cell walls. The third term is the contribution due to internal gas 
pressure where v* is Poisson's ratio for the foam. When p, is small, gas pressure effects are 
negligible, as is the current situation. Equation 8 then reduces to: 

2 
- E* =: $2[$) +(I-$)- P *  
ES Ps 

(9) 
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Figure 18. Unit cell for a closed cell foam of cubic symmetry. The cell is comprised of edges or 
struts of length, l?, and thickness, t. Cell faces are enclosed by membranes of 
thickness t,. 

Note that Equation 9 reduces to Equation 7 for Cp = 1 (an open cell foam). The form of Equation 
9 is such that at high relative densities, the modulus varies as the square of the density while at low 
relative densities the modulus is more nearly linearly dependent on the density. Within these 
density extremes, Equation 9 yields a power-law relationship which can describe the functional 
dependence of modulus on density with an exponent of 1.6, the value that best fits the data shown 
in Figure 9. 

The data shown in Figure 9 can be directly compared to Equation 9 using known values for p, 
and E,. This comparison is shown in Figure 19 for Cp = 0.9. (Note: We have not independently 
measured Cp for this foam system, the value used, Cp = 0.9, is typical for polyurethane foams.[l4]) 
For the density of the solid we use a value of 1.2 g/cm3.(15) The value for the modulus of solid 
polyurethane is less well established and varies considerably depending on the precise formulation, 
processing conditions and product form. Data in the literature suggest that a reasonable range for 
the modulus of the solid is If the fraction of polymer contained in the cell struts having thickness t 
is Cp, then the fraction contained in the cell walls of thickness 6 is (1 - Cp). The stiffness of a closed 
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cell foam results then from three contributions. The first component is strut bending, as for open 
cell foams. The second component is membrane (cell face) stretching (10,12) which arises as the 
result of strut flexure causing the cell walls to deform. The final component is internal gas pressure 
of the closed cells. 

Elastic Collapse 
The dependence of the plateau stress on foam density can be examined in a similar fashion. When 
a cellular solid is loaded in compression, the cell walls first flex, as shown in Figure 17. When the 
vertical load in Figure 17 is small, the compressed columns that comprise the cell struts parallel to 
the applied load are laterally stable. Indeed, small transverse displacements tend to self correct and 
the column returns to a position aligned with the loading direction. As the load is increased, the 
column becomes unstable and lateral displacements tend to remain. This instability is termed 
“lateral buckling” and the applied load necessary to cause it is called the “Euler buckling load”. 
The derivation of the Euler buckling load is a well known problem in mechanics (17) and for a 
slender column of constant cross-section, pinned at each end and subjected to axial compression, it 
is given by : 

1000 
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10 

!- I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 I I I 1 1 1 1  

MEASURED MODULI 
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1 ‘  1 
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1 

Figure 19. Comparison of modulus measurements to Eq. 9. Note that density is normalized to 
the density of the solid polymer. 
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When this load is reached, a layer of cells in a compression specimen will buckle, initiating elastic 
collapse. The stress at which this happens, del, is given by: 

Using previously defined relationships, the elastic collapse stress for cellular foam is defined as : 

where C2 again contains all of the proportionality constants. Note that the cell walls in a closed 
cell foam contribute little to buckling resistance so that no modifications to Equation 12 are 
necessary. 

However, the densification of the material does affect the buckling characteristics. Gibson and 
Ashby (1 1) have refined Equation 12 to account for density effects and report slightly modified 
results (ignoring internal gas pressure): 

2 1/2 -=c+J(,+[g) GI E, ) 
The correction for density is negligible when p*/ p, is less than 0.3, but has the effect of making 
the foam more resistant to collapse at higher density. In order to obtain a quantitative comparison 
to the data shown in Figure 10, the value of C2 must be determined. By fitting Equation 13 to 
data in the literature for polyurethane, polyethylene and latex rubber, Gibson and Ashby (3,ll) 
have determined that C2 = 0.03. We use this independently determined value for C2 and the 
same values for p, and E, as used before, to compare the elastic collapse stress measurements in 
Figure 10 to Equation 13. The results are shown in Figure 20. 

Not withstanding the uncertainty in some of the parameters, the agreement between the measured 
and predicted elastic collapse stress is quite good. Equation 13 predicts both the density 
dependence of del as well as quantitatively predicting the actual measured values. 

Energy Absorption 
Toughness is essentially the product of both strength and ductility as describe in the Experimental 
Section. Thus, in order to effectively predict the energy absorption of foams, it is necessary to 
develop a model that relates the strength of the foam to the mechanics of deflection (as presented 
above for both modulus and elastic collapse stress) and also relates the failure strain of the foam to 
the intrinsic ductility of the polymer material and/or to the foam structure. With respect to the latter 
consideration, no such model currently exists. Such an effort is made difficult by the fact that, for 
many polymeric foam systems, certain properties of the bulk polymer such as ductility may not be 
comparable to the properties of the polymer as it exists in the cell walls of a cellular structure. 
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Difference arise from a variety of factors including the fact that the blowing action that occurs 
during the processing of a foam induces strain and directionality on the cell struts neither of which 
will exist in a monolithic bulk polymer. 

Other difficulties arise when trying to reproduce the bulk polymer itself. In the present case, water 
is the blowing agent but it also participates in the chemistry of the polyurethane reaction. 
Removing it from the formulation will result in a polymer of fundamentally different chemistry 
and structure. Another difficulty arises with respect to the heat generated by the reaction of the 
poly01 and isocynate. The isocynate tends to boil and form pores within the “solid” polymer even 
if water is removed from the formulation. Such pores, acting as stress concentrators can 
significantly reduce the ductility of the polymer. This pore formation can be suppressed by 
removing the surfactant in the formulation but this further alters the chemistry of the polymer, 
yielding a material who’s relationship to the polyurethane in the foam is uncertain. 

Not withstanding these difficulties, attempts to characterize the intrinsic properties of the polymer 
constituents of foams and the development of models relating strength and ductility to toughness 
should be considered fruitful areas of research. 
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Figure 20. Comparison between the measured elastic collapse stress and Equation 13. 
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V. Conclusions 

Energy Absorption Characteristics of the Foam System 
The data presented in the Results and Discussion section clearly indicate that the toughness or 
energy absorption characteristics of the foam are dependent on the test methods employed. The 
susceptibility of these foams to tensile failure results in the lowest computed values of toughness 
of any of the measurement schemes examined in this study. We conclude, therefore, that because 
these foams are inherently brittle, the use of tensile testing to characterize their shock mitigation 
qualities is inappropriate as it yields the least representative values for energy absorption. 

Compression testing, while somewhat more realistic in terms of loading characteristics, does not 
capture the intrinsic limitations in the material under dynamic loading. High density specimens 
can be deformed to engineering strains of >50%. Low density specimens (1 1) can de deformed in 
excess of 80% without any macroscopic indication of mechanical failure. As such, the energy 
values determined from compression testing must be determined at some arbitrarily defined 
reference strain and are therefore not indicative of intrinsic material performance. 

We believe that the impact test protocols established in this study yield the most realistic 
assessment of the energy absorption characteristics of the foam, principally due to the much higher 
strain rates imparted to the test specimens. Unlike conventional compression testing, impact 
testing revealed limitations in the shock mitigation properties. Under impact conditions, 
absorption energy increased monotonically as a function of density up to a maximum value of 
~ 1 . 4  J/cm3 at a density of 0.35 g/cm3. Beyond this point, the energy absorption fell with 
increasing density. No such maximum was observed in the quasi-static testing. In that case, 
energy increased monotonically with density over the entire range of foam densities examined. 

Structure Dependence of Modulus and Collapse Stress 
The agreement between the measured modulus and the collapse stress with those predicted by 
Equations 9 and 13 suggests that a model available in the literature and based on a simple, 
idealized cell geometry can be useful in describing certain important mechanical and physical 
properties of encapsulant foams. The agreement is remarkable in light of the straightforward cubic 
unit cell geometry chosen as the basis of the model. While not physically realistic, this cell 
geometry captures the density dependence of cell edge bending upon which the modulus is 
dependent and cell edge buckling upon which the elastic collapse stress of the foam is dependent. 

Other foam systems will be examined to see if the results of the modeling described here can be 
useful as a general predictive tool for polymeric encapsulant materials. 
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